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New Members

Craig & Tina Fortna
#58396
98 Oak Tree Rd.
Hummelstown, PA 17036
717-566-2544 hm
717-269-2492 cell
cefortna@aol.com

Dennis Lombardo
#39297
212 Ennismore Lane
Brentwood, TN 37027
310-782-4040 hm
dennislredondo@yahoo.com

Chad Peterson
#60108
2890 Hickory Fork Rd.
Gloucester, Va. 23061

Chairman’s Message
Jerry Duffey
MAC Chairman

MAC Members,
We are in final preparations for the Regional at Altoona. I
would like to encourage members to attend, especially if you
have never been to an NCRS Regional or national event. To a
lot of us, this is what it’s all about.
Registration is open until September 1st. The host hotel is sold
out so overnight accommodation would need to be at Holiday
Inn Express & Suites, 814-693-1004. Mention NCRS MidAtlantic Chapter for group rate. Cut off date is 8/ 19 /2018
We could still use volunteers, it seems you never have enough.
Chapter elections for Officers are coming at the Annual
meeting in November. Please consider volunteering to run for
one of the positions. Elected positions are for one year and can
be challenged each year. (Chairman, Vice Chairman, Judging
Chairman Secretary and Treasure). Information will be coming
out informing members of the election process and with details
on how to throw your hat in the ring.
The last judging school and tech session of the year will be
held a Jack Evans in Front Royal VA. October 13th. This will
be the last opportunity to have your car judged at a chapter
meet this year.

757-912-3663
cfpetersin@yahoo.com
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Have a good rest of the summer and hope to see you in
Altoona.
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We Want You

For Sale

Help us out! The Signal Seeker

2015 Corvette Coupe /Z51
VIN 1G1YM2D70F5119584
$49,000
6,043 miles

is always looking for fun, fresh
and informative information
for upcoming issues. Share
some pictures and an article
from a road tour. Or send us
information about your
restoration project that could
valuable to other members.
Unlike sharing your home
movies with the neighbors
who really aren’t interested
you have a captive audience
here. We are all in MAC
because we share a passion
for these magnificent
fiberglass cars. So send us
something for a future issue.
The chapter is only as great as
the participants and we
definitely have some great
members in this organization. I
hope that you will send me
some articles to share with the
rest of the gang.
Thanks!
Chris Herring

Z51 Performance Package includes specific gear ratios,
shock & springs & stabilizer bars - 19" front and 20" rear
wheels - larger front brakes and slotted rotors. Multi-Mode
Performance Exhaust
• 8 speed Automatic Transmission
• Crystal Red Tint Coat
• Kalahari Leather with Suede Microfiber inserts
• Split Spoke Chrome 19" front & 20" rear wheels
Ron Daniels (703) 926-5312
2009 Velocity Yellow Z06
3LZ, 16,600 miles (14,000 miles on NCRS road tours), new
battery, 500 miles on new OEM tires, chrome wheels,
shown in Sportsman
class at NCRS Gallery
at Corvettes at Carlisle
in 2009 and Chip’s
Choice at Corvettes at
Carlisle in 2015. Kept
covered in a heated
garage since new, and
still smells new, $43K.
Contact Dan Soldano at
609-636-3333 or soldd@aol.com.

Email: polowhite54@gmail.com
Due dates for future issues:
March 1, June 1,
September 1, December 1
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Upcoming Events 2018
Sept 18-22
Oct 13
Oct 25-28
Nov 10

MAC Regional, Altoona, PA
MAC Tech Session, Jack Evans, Front Royal, VA
Texas Regional, Frisco, TX
MAC Annual Meeting, Chantilly, VA

2018 MAC Board of Directors
Elected officers
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Treasurer
Secretary
Judging Chairman

Jerry Duffey
Jim Board
Ed Szeliga
Jim Cella
Tom Doi

duffey302@cox.net
jboard@cox.net
edszeliga@comcast.net
jamsinyork@comcast.net
tfd_mail@verizon.net

Steve Ferry
Ken Hartzog
Bob Baird
Ron Wilson

steve.ferry@verizon.net
corvette6976@cox.net
envcons@comcast.net
wilball@comcast.ne t

Regional Directors
Northeastern
Southeastern
Southwest
Northwest

Appointed Board Members
Membership Manager
Signal Seeker Editor
Charitable Activities
Historian
Nat’l Corvette Museum
NCRS Chapter Awards Rep
Property Manager
Signal Seeker Pub. & Dis.
Technical Advisors
Website Manager

Signal Seeker

Patricia Kropac
kropac@aol.com
Chris Herring
polowhite54@gmail.com
Sue & KC Strawmyre suestrawmyre@embarqmail.com
John Carpenter
jocarpenter@comcast.net
Richard Kropac
kropac@aol.com
Reese Burgoyne
burgoynes@aol.com
Bob Baird
envcons@comcast.net
Ron Wilson
wilball@comcast.net
Mike McCagh
marylandmissile@atlanticbb.net
Jeremy Turner
turnerit63@comcast.net
Gary Wilkerson
gary.wilkerson@comcast.net
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Looking Back
The Rear-view Mirror
by John Carpenter

Consider the rear-view mirror, something you take for granted, but where did it come from in
the first place? Ray Harroun, winner of the first Indy 500 race in 1911, is the first to use a rearview mirror on a race car. He famously piloted his bright yellow Marmon without a riding
mechanic, but with a cowl mounted rear-view mirror. Ray realized that weight is an enemy of
going fast so being able to drive without a riding mechanic saved a lot of weight. It also added to
the driver’s work load in the cockpit. In the early days before the fuel pump, fuel was simply
transferred from the gas tank to the carburetor by pressurizing the fuel tank with air via a handoperated pump in the cockpit. This was usually one of the duties of the riding mechanic, as well
as telling the driver about cars approaching from behind. Unfortunately for Ray, the rear-view
mirror was a good idea, but didn't work out as planned.
After some testing, it was decided to pave the Indy track with bricks, 3.2 million of them! The
bricks cost 13 cents apiece, and the paving was completed in just 63 days. From that time
forward, the track would carry the nickname, “The Brickyard”. Which brings us back to Ray
Harroun and his rear-view mirror. In the race, it turned out that the bricks caused so much
vibration that Ray’s mirror was useless, and he had to crank his head around to see who was
behind him. Ray was the first to adopt a rear-view mirror on a race car, but he wasn't the first to
put a mirror on a production automobile. OK, so if Ray wasn't the inventor of the rear-view
mirror, who was? Ray claimed to have gotten the idea from a rear-view mirror he spotted on a
horse drawn buggy in 1904, but the first clear reference to a car rear-view mirror is found in
Dorothy Levitt’s book, “The Woman and the Car: A Chatty Little Handbook for All Women
Who Motor or Want to Motor” written in 1906. Dorothy was a British driver and adventurer
who oﬀered other interesting tidbits of advice for female drivers including carrying a revolver
when driving alone. Oh, and some chocolate to soothe the senses. Hmmm....Turns out the lady’s
hand mirror was Dorothy’s inspiration for the rear-view mirror. A 1906 trade magazine noted
that mirrors were useful for seeing what is behind, especially on closed bodied cars and rightly
predicted they would be widely adopted in the near future. Also in 1906, Frenchman Henri Cain
patented a “Warning mirror for automobiles.”
In 1908, the Argus Dash Mirror was introduced. It had the advantage of being easily adjusted.
The first patent for a rear-view mirror was awarded on October 20th 1914 to Mr. Chester A.
Weed from Brooklyn, New York. The rear-view mirror wasn’t a new idea, indeed the wording in
the Patent states: “It is now usual for an automobilist to apply to his car, either to the wind shield
or the fender, or to some other accessible place, a reflecting mirror. These have been made of two
kinds, to wit of convex form and known as a reducing mirror, and of plane form and known as a
true mirror. The kind more commonly used is the reducing mirror. This reducing mirror, if
Signal Seeker
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properly set, usually gives a full rear-view of the road for quite
some distance back, but, as is known to every automobilist, it
is deceptive and therefore dangerous, in that it is impossible to
determine exactly how far back the vehicle in the rear may be,
for in this mirror a vehicle may seem to be a long distance in
the rear when as a matter of fact it is only directly in the rear
of the car, so that it is not infrequent that the driver of a car,
thinking that the vehicle is a long distance in the rear, starts to
turn or curves into the middle of the road directly in front of a
car in the rear which he had no means of knowing was so close.
In some instances a true mirror is used, but this mirror gives
only a comparatively small view of the road in the rear, and it is
possible to see a car in the rear only when it is at a certain place
and very close to the rear of the front car, so that it is of very
little assistance to a driver, as not only is it impossible to see
the entire road in the rear, but it is impossible to ascertain the
approach of a vehicle in the rear except when it is almost upon
the front car.”
Mr. Weed’s idea was to combine the convex and plane mirrors
into either a single mirror or two separate mirrors, giving the
driver the advantages of both. Today, it is common to see the
combined mirror, especially on larger vehicles. In 1921, Elmer
Berger was perhaps the first to widely distribute rear-view
mirrors as an after-market accessory for production
automobiles. They sold in hardware stores for about $4.
Berger’s inspiration was to spot cops tailing your car. His
mirror was marketed as the “Cop Spotter”. Can you see the
“COP-SPOTTER” lettering and the 1921-22 patents on the
back of this Berger and Company car mirror? More recent
developments include so called “day-night mirrors” designed to
reduce glare from following vehicles. The first versions,
introduced in the 1930s, used a lever to pivot a wedge shaped
mirror glass so that when in the dimmed position the light is
reflected oﬀ the front glass surface of the mirror rather than
the metallic reflective surface on the back of the mirror.
American inventor Jacob Rabinow developed a light-sensitive
automatic dimming mechanism for rear-view mirrors which
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Advertising
Business Card Advertising

Business cards must be no
larger than 2x3.5 inches.
Yearly rates:
MAC members: $20/yearly
Non-members $30/yearly

Commercial Advertising
Yearly Single
Full page

$250

$65

Half page

$140

$35

1/4 page

$75

$20

1/16 page

$50

$15

Corvette related classified ads
“wanted and parts for sale: are
free; however they cannot be
carried over to the next issue
unless requested before the
issue deadline.
Free ads should be submitted
directly to the editor,
Chris Herring
Email: polowhite54@gmail.com
Paid ads should be submitted to
the treasurer,
Ed Szeliga
Email: cdszeliga@comcast.net
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were oﬀered on Chrysler cars in 1959. The idea didn't catch on, and they were soon dropped,
only to catch on again in the late 1980s. These later self-dimming mirrors use photosensors
mounted in the mirror to detect bright lights approaching from the rear and dimming the mirror
using electrochromism. Electro what? Thanks for asking. Electrochromism uses electric current
that when applied to a surface changes the material’s color. Very useful for reducing the amount
of light (and heat) passing through electrochromic glass. Increasingly, this automatic dimming
feature is found on side view mirrors as well. Modern technology has allowed us to take the
concept of the simple rear-view mirror to the next level, the rear-view camera. Each year in the
U.S., as many as 50 small children are killed by SUVs due to the limited view immediately behind
the vehicle using a rear-view mirror. These rear-view camera video feeds can be seen either in the
rear-view mirror or on a dash display, when available. Some manufacturers have taken this even
further, displaying outside rear view mirror mounted camera video on the dash display activated
when the turn signal is employed. The ultimate, at least for now, is a bird’s eye 360 degree view
around the car made possible by digitally integrating inputs from several cameras positioned
around the car.
One persistent problem that has plagued drivers since day one is the “blind spot” when using
outside rear-view mirrors. The blind spot occurs when an object is in the area close to your
vehicle’s rear quarter but not visible in the mirror. There are several ways to avoid the “blind
spot”. One is by using an outside concave mirror that gives a wider field of view, but it also
distorts the view and can make objects appear further away than they actually are. A specialized
wide view inside rearview mirror is commonly available which minimizes distortion, but provides
a nearly 180 degree rear view. Many race drivers use these types of inside mirrors to minimize any
nasty surprises from racers approaching from the rear and sides. Most recently, many of today’s
cars oﬀer a “blind spot” warning on the outside mirrors, which is most helpful. Here’s a tip to
eliminate the blind spot, adjust your outside mirrors so that you have to tilt your head toward the
window to see the reflected side of your car. This will provide you a view of the blind spot, and
you can easily tilt your head to see closer to your vehicle’s side if desired.
That's about it for the history of the rear-view mirror.
Reprinted with the permission of Mr. Bob Vitrikas.
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Temperature Gauge, Battery Meter, Ignition Switch Harness
Plug and Generator: What You May Not Have Known
by Dwight Farmer
It all started on a beautiful Friday afternoon in early September 2017 with a trip to a local Chevy

dealership’s cruise in. My trusty 1960 Corvette was all clean and running well. On the way
home, as the sun was setting I noticed that the battery meter was showing a discharge. I turned
the headlights oﬀ and ran on parking lamps to make it home without draining the battery down.
I discovered many years ago that if the ignition switch harness plug does not have a good set of
connections, the battery meter can show a “no charge” condition while the engine is running. My
experience taught me that spending a little time cleaning the contacts and adding some dielectric
silicon grease to those connections can stave oﬀ corrosion and unnecessary headaches. It turns
out this was not my problem, but certainly worth passing along.
After numerous attempts to troubleshoot the generator or possibly the voltage regulator, I
realized I had a good regulator but simply had to have the generator rebuilt. Fortunately I still
have Lou who still operates his hole in the wall local generator/regulator repair shop locally. Lou
immediately placed the generator on his machine and declared it “dead”…but assured me he
would bring it back to life…again!
Two days later he called and I drove over to pick it up. He indicated that somehow the
generator’s solder on the armature had overheated and was “thrown” oﬀ. He wasn’t sure why that
had happened but gladly installed a remanufactured armature. He declared my problem fixed
and I was oﬀ to reinstall the generator. I immediately drove the car to get some gas and take
another top down drive in the countryside. All was working well until leaving the gas station. I
noticed that the battery meter was pegged charging at over 30 amps. As you know this is not a
good sign. Shortly thereafter, the battery meter showed a perfect condition of a light charge. A
few minutes later the battery meter again pegged full charge for a minute or two and then when
back to normal. Forget the road trip. I immediately went home and began to check all of the
battery and ground terminals. I went through the checklist for troubleshooting and to make a
long story shorter, I came to the conclusion that the generator had a field winding short
somewhere. FYI to confirm this condition, you simply check continuity with an ohm meter
between the “field” post of the generator and the casing (which is ground). There was no
resistance so obviously the field windings were shorted to the casing somewhere which would tell
the voltage regulator to go to a full charging state.
I took the generator back to Lou. Lou was confounded as well as embarrassed and immediately
took the generator apart. This is where it is important to take note. We found that the end cap
thru bolt inside the generator casing had pinched and rubbed through the insulation on the
Signal Seeker
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original field wire. This was the source of the intermittent short. We wrapped the wire and
reinstalled. My problem was fixed.
However, there is more to this
story. During this
misadventure, I had also
noticed that my temperature
gauge was showing about a 20+
degree increase while I had a
field wire short. While the
generator had been pegging the
battery meter I happened to
check the voltage at the
battery and it was showing
more than 16 volts rather than
the normal 14 volts during the typical state of charging. So when the battery was being charged
at over 16 volts from the field short, the temperature gauge is reading high and darn near
indicating an overheat condition. As some of you may know, the temperature gauge is simply
reading ohms from the sending unit in the intake manifold…and this in-part is based on voltage
supplied by the battery.
To sum up this story, I apparently was having an intermittent field wire short to the generator
casing. It was so intermittent that I apparently had not noticed it for some time. Lou claims my
generator was probably putting out closer to 45 amps of current. This in turn was overheating
the solder on the armature and eventually the solder joints failed and the generator went dead.
Also during the intermittent field short, the temperature gauge was producing an elevated
reading, which I had seen on occasion but it would go away.
So I recommend the following. First check the voltage of your battery while the generator is
charging. If you read much above 14.25 volts, the temperature gauge is going to read a little or a
lot high depending on the voltage. It will also eventually cook the armature solder joints in the
generator. Have someone reset the voltage regulator as I said earlier to closer to 13.75-14 volts.
And if you let the car sit a long time without running, disconnect the terminals and charge the
battery using your automatic battery charger on the work bench. The car’s generator should not
be asked to perform this task. Next, If you ever get a no charge or slight discharge showing on
the battery meter, I highly recommend “exercising” your ignition switch harness plug on the
back of the ignition switch by removing and putting it back on several times to clean the contact
area or better yet fashion a small fingernail file and clean all of the connections.
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I will close by saying that I apparently get more than my fair share of weird stuﬀ happening to
my old Corvettes. When they happen, I often call my good friend Bill Sangrey. He has been
gracious enough to hear my stories and make a great eﬀort to help me trouble shoot my
problems. We both just shake our heads and think you just can’t make this stuﬀ up! But those
top down country rides are still worth all the headaches. Get out and enjoy those cars.
———

FREE CATALOGS FOR
EVERY GENERATION!
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Concours Judging
by Jim Board

At Corvette Carlisle 2018 I witnessed my first NCRS
Concours class cars being judged. I took photos attached to
share with you.
Judging this new class of Corvettes is the biggest addition for
NCRS in my years with the club. The NCRS Concours class
expands NCRS appeal within the Corvette community,
allowing more artistic restoration license without taking
anything from the accurately restored Corvettes we all love
and NCRS is famous for. All NCRS Concours judges wore red
shirts to make
them easier to
spot in the crowd. Doing this judging at Carlisle
was brilliant, it gave us great exposure. Reaction
from the Carlisle crowd was enthusiastic, and
bystanders were quite surprised (positively so) by
the new NCRS class.
Look for more information about NCRS
Concours qualifications and judging in future
NCRS publications, schools and seminars.
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Notes from NCRS National
by John Kane
Region III Representative

The board meet in Indianapolis in March and many matters were discussed, particularly including the
future of the Florida Regional Meet held in January each year most recently at the Sun N Fun airport
site in Lakeland, Florida. There seems to be much dissatisfaction among the general membership
regarding the site of the meet and the attendance of both people and cars has been going down
dramatically every year since the move to the airport. The Florida chapter is actively trying to find a
suitable location nearer to Kissimmee but has, as of yet, found nothing.
More recently. Paul Oslansky, the Regional Director for Region II resigned from the board.
According the national bylaws the board has the responsibility to choose a replacement. In a recent
board meeting held by telephone conference call the board chose Shannon Urton #50,941 of Ohio as
his replacement. Shannon is a very active NCRS member and you may have attended one or more of
her judging seminars on “An Introduction to Judging” that she runs at national and some regional
events.
Even more recently, Bill Braun, Regional Director for Region V also resigned and the board
appointed Mike Ernst #211 of Wisconsin to take the Region V directorship position. Mike is a very
senior NCRS member and is actively involved in judging, particularly noted for his work for many
years on the 61-62 manual. You should also note that Bill Braun was the Top Flight Coordinator so as
of now a new person has not yet been chosen to run this program but this job should be filled quite
soon.

Volunteers are Still Needed for Altoona Regional.
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Corvette Day Photos
by Jim Board
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Mid-Atlantic Chapter, National Corvette Restorers Society
Membership Application and Renewal 2018

Name: ___________________________Spouse: ____________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________State: __________ Zip +4: _______
Home Phone: ______-______-________

Work/Cell: _____-_____-________

Email Address________________@__________ Year of Renewal _____________
NCRS # (Required): ___________

Corvettes (Year) Currently Owned: ________

______________________________________________________________________
Annual Calendar Year Dues = $25.00 if paid by 12/31/2017
If paid after 12/31/2017 dues = $30.00

Membership fee, $15.00 if paid after July 1st (½ year)
Make check payable to:
Mid-Atlantic Chapter, NCRS
And mail to Mid-Atlantic Chapter, NCRS
Patricia Kropac, Membership manager
3688 Quarter Mill Dr.
Powhatan VA. 23139
Questions to Patricia Kropac , kropc@aol.com Phone # 804-387-1435
Dues can be paid on line, @ ncrs.org > Services > Join NCRS Chapter > Mid-Atlantic Chapter.
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